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So we thank each and 
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Inodg o Mna… 
Sue Mead is your Manager and is a part-time employee. She generally works in the 
shop or behind the scenes (stockroom, kitchen) from either 8.30am or 10am until 
around midday from Monday to Saturday. 


Sue organises the Volunteer Rota, does the majority of stock-buying and pretty much 
all the admin, quite a lot of it outside those hours. 


Sue provides training for new Volunteers and is usually available to answer queries 
that you cannot solve by reading this Manual. But checking here first is often the best 
way to learn!


 I ca’t em ho … 
There is a lot to remember when you work as a Volunteer at Metfield Stores. Since 
many of you are there for only a few hours a week, it is often difficult to recall the 
detail of some of the procedures we follow (dealing with Dry Cleaning is a perfect 
example). Don’t worry, help is at hand!


The Shop Procedures Manual aims to cover most of the key day-to-day matters that 
may arise during your shift. There is now a list of contents at the front for ease of use. 


If you are faced with a problem and you can’t find the answer to it in this Manual, 
please call Sue, Linda N, Jan or Miranda – all phone numbers are on the noticeboard 
above the Diary. 


The Diary (under the noticeboard behind the counter) is very important as a way of 
communicating notes, reminders and messages to Sue and other Volunteers. Sue will 
also leave notes for Volunteers there. It is essential that you look at it when starting 
your shift to see what is going on that day. You may even find it useful to go back a 
couple of days as things change daily. 


If you think of something useful to add to the Manual, please let Sue know. There is an 
online version for you to download at metfieldsuffolk.com. Click on the contents list 
page numbers to take you straight to the page you want.


A wa wme! 
Our customers are at the heart of our village shop. They range from regular residents 
and locals to holiday-making visitors and everyone in between! Please make sure you 

give every single one of them a warm welcome  
when they come through the door! 


Should you need it, the shop wifi code is  n9XvJ7wqgfu6  
You can find it on a removable plastic tag on the router (shelf below the scales). 


P L E A S E  R E P L A C E  A F T E R  U S E .  
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A 
Abuse by Customers 
We have a zero tolerance policy concerning abuse of staff and volunteers. If you are 
the subject of or witness any such behaviour in the shop, please report it to Sue or to 
one of the Directors if Sue is not available. Do not take action yourself or put yourself 
in any danger. If you are scared or uncomfortable, use the Panic Button below the 
main till. At the very least, the noise should scare off any troublemakers! 

Accidents/First Aid 
There is a First Aid kit hanging on the wall behing the kettle and on the shelf next to 
the clock in the kitchen. In the case of any type of accident, please: 


• Note details in the Accident Record Book (on noticeboard behind the counter) 

• Inform the Manager

• Put a note in the Diary.


Alcohol & Tobacco  
It is an offence to sell alcohol or tobacco to anyone under the age of 18. If in 
doubt, ask for proof of age and enter in the Age Refusal Log (in top tobacco drawer). 


Allergens  
A list of ingredients for all delivered bread, cakes, pies, sausage rolls and sandwiches 
is being updated. 


B 
Bread and Cakes 
ORDERS 
If a customer makes a one-off bread order, write it in the Diary on the day before they 
want it, so it can be ordered in time. Also, write it on the day they want to collect, so 
the Opener knows to put it aside (for example, on Thursday for Friday and on Friday). 


If the order is to be regular, please also ensure a clear note is in the Diary so it can be 
added to the ‘Bread saves’ list for the Openers.


Filo & Twine bread is delivered on Fridays and we always have a few spares.  

DELIVERIES  
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Monday	 Olde Barn Bakery 

Tuesday 	 Olde Barn Bakery 

	 Stradbroke (sourdough bread, 

rolls and cakes) 

Thursday 	 Olde Barn Bakery

	 Tartz (formerly Kerry’s cakes) 


Thursday 	 Wakelyns Bakery (wholemeal 
organic sourdough) 


Friday 	 Olde Barn Bakery 

	 Filo & Twine (sourdough 

bread) 
Saturday	 Olde Barn Bakery



The Openers take in the bread deliveries and price and date them, as required. Price 
lists for each bread supplier are on the noticeboard behind the sink and in the kitchen 
behind the small freezer.


C 
Cashback (see Credit Cards) 

CCTV 
The CCTV is to protect you and the shop premises. If you see or hear anything suspicious 
please tell Sue or Peter Haynes and note it in the Diary. It can be checked later. 


Change  
Usually, there’s enough change for a day in the till or its side compartment. Please 
don’t open the change bags until needed. If you do run out, ask someone with access 
to the safe (Sue, Miranda, Jan, Linda N, Bridget, Peter H, Mary, Libby, Fiona). For 
those with access, change is in either the float tin, Banking envelopes or Petty Cash. 


Cheques (see also Credit Cards) 
We don’t take cheques at the till, though some telephone orders are paid by cheque.


Chilled Food (see Date Checking) 

Cleaning  
Please use quieter moments to dust shelves and wipe any surfaces, especially 
behind the counter and around cakes etc. There is a Cleaning Log Book behind the 
scales. Please enter what you have done, no matter how small it is. It all counts and 
Environmental Health may check us at any time. 


Please wipe and dry any surfaces regularly with antibacterial spray and kitchen towel 
(both on sink drainer). Dirty towels in the black bin under the 2nd till (not recycling bin). 


Chiller and freezer fronts and tops need daily attention. The ice cream freezer is 
often left partially open by customers and need checking regularly. They attract a lot 
of condensation, which should be wiped off with a tea towel (on hook next to freezer).


Keep floors swept and only use the stiff brush for outside. There is a vacuum cleaner 
(in the back room) for the mats which can be done late afternoon, before closing. 


Closers 
Closers are Volunteers who put the shop to bed at closing time. They do newspaper 
returns, place orders for milk and bread, etc., do end-of-day cashing up and 
paperwork, put card machines on charge, sweep and/or wash the floor as necessary, 
turn off the lights, put bars across the doors, blinds down, lock the stockroom doors, 
put rubbish out and shut up shop, leaving it ready for the next morning.
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Coffee, Tea & Soup 
Tea and coffee (cup-a-soup in cold weather) are free to Volunteers; staff milk is on the 
left-hand side of the top shelf in the deli chiller (right of the sink drainer), marked 
Volunteers. We’d like to get a small coffee machine this year (instructions will follow). 

Customers can buy tea, instant coffee or cup-a-soup to drink in or take away. Paper 
cups with lids for takeaway are in the cupboard under the Diary, with mugs and cups 
for Volunteers’ use. Prices are on the noticeboard above the sink. 


Eating behind the counter is discouraged. However, we know that some of you do 
early or long shifts and may need to eat something while in the shop. If you do, please 
be discreet and try not to leave crumbs or other evidence for others to clear up! Any 
cups used by you or customers should be washed up and put away before the end of 
your shift. Occasionally we make a drink for guests or special visitors to the shop. 


Credit 

As a rule, we don’t give credit. However, if a regular customer/Volunteer needs it, let 
them have the goods. Put a note on the noticeboard by the scales stating: a) name,  
b) how much and c) whether it’s been rung through the till. Use your own judgement 
as to when to give credit. Scrap paper for notes is on a shelf under the main till.


Credit/Debit Cards & Pay by Phone  
The two Clover card machines work on Wifi. Instructions for use are on the glass 
screen behind the card machine. New Volunteers are given training – it’s very easy.


Red stripes on receipts mean a card machine will soon need a new small roll [larger 
are for the till] from the box under the till. Immediately place one next to the machine). 
Don’t allow a roll to run out during or before a transaction. It shouldn’t happen as 
Closers replace them at day’s end, if necessary. But if it does, look carefully at how 
the old one fits in before removing it! 


NB: WE DON’T TAKE CHEQUES AT THE TILL. The only exceptions are Molly Smith 
and Mrs Blaxland, who make regular telephone orders.


There is no limit on credit and debit cards (or phone payments, but Sue will deal with 
these). Any amount is accepted. For under £100, customers can generally tap the 
card but may sometimes be asked for a pin number – this is normal. 


We also give cashback, but the customer must buy something! For anybody you 
don’t know, always ask them to put in a pin number and ask for their name. Fill in the 
small notepad next to the card machine with the details. 


When payment is by card, finish till entry by pressing the Card Payment button and 
follow instructions next to the card machine. Be careful to key in the correct amount. 


Another Volunteer can begin serving a different customer at the same till while you are 
using the card payment machine because the till part of your transaction is now 
finished. Card receipts go in the till on the paper clip in order – newest at the back.
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PAY BY PHONE   
Don’t attempt to accept phone payments (lengthy process needing 2 people). Pass 
over to Sue if she’s there, take customer number or ask them to call back 10am– 12pm.


Customer Service  
Our customers are our top priority. A friendly greeting and prompt attention do a lot 
for our reputation. Answering the phone and other activities come second. 


Comments and suggestions, including complaints, are welcome. It is only through 
constructive feedback that we are going to continue to improve. Please make a note 
of any comments in the Diary for the Manager’s attention. 


We cannot stock everything but will try to source a reasonable request from 
customers. If asked, write it in the Goods Wanted book (red binder in stockroom on 
counter) under the relevant section, and ask how often they might buy it if stocked. 


D 
Date Checking  
Chilled food has a very short shelf life so needs to be checked daily. Date rotation is 
very important – always check and ensure the latest Sell by dates are at the back.


Best before: can reduce price as goods can still be displayed and are fine, but the 
manufacturer won’t guarantee quality. Instructions on noticeboard for reducing prices.


Use by: It is unlawful to sell goods past the Use By date. Please remove and put in 
stockroom fridge or take home and use yourself. 


Enter any reduced or removed items in the Goods Wasted ledger (under the counter). 


Debit Cards (see Credit Cards) 

Deliveries  
If a large delivery is expected (e.g. Suma), Sue or Miranda will usually receive it into 
the stockroom. Smaller deliveries may be brought in through the shop and put in the 
stockroom. Occasionally, you may have to open the stockroom doors for a delivery. 
Always lock them up again afterwards please. 


Ask the driver if there are any fresh or frozen goods in the delivery and put those away 
into the stockroom fridge or in the bottom of any freezer. 


CLARKE’S (meat, bacon etc.) 
Clarke’s deliver on Thursdays. Check delivery quickly against invoice and initial. Then 
put frozen goods in bottom of meat freezer (now in back room), all fresh goods in 
stockroom fridge, raw meat on the very bottom shelf and ham above. 


ALSO quickly put frozen sausage rolls and pasties wherever you can fit them (in Pizza 
freezer, if possible) and Sue will move and price them in the morning. 
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Place invoice in the top blue drawer below the scales next to the till. 


CLEVELEYS (Baron Bigod, stilton, cheddar & hummus) 
Please put into the kitchen fridge. A trained volunteer will cut it up as needed. 


Dry Cleaning (Danes) 
Dry cleaning is now fortnightly. Follow instructions in the Danes book which is 
under the counter with other shop folders. 


Check out our deals (quilts and multiple items). Every shop has different deals with 
Danes, so it needs to be clear on the ticket, (e.g., 3 items for £30). Please inform 
customer of collection and return dates before ticketing in case it doesn’t suit them! 
We don’t write prices of other items on the ticket. 


We ALWAYS need a customer name and telephone number! And write your name so 
Sue can ask you about it if there are any queries. Do not ring through the till as the 
customer pays on collection.


Once each item has been ticketed, place the bag(s) on the windowsill behind the fish 
freezer for collection by Danes.


When returned by Danes, the dry cleaning is hung on the coat hooks in the hallway by 
the staff toilet to await collection. The customer should claim with a matching ticket.


E 
Environmental Health  
We have regular visits from Health and Hygiene (2-yearly). We have obtained 5-star 
accreditation (thanks to Sue’s careful and regular cleaning routines) but inspectors can 
turn up at any time, so we can’t afford to let things go. Although a rare occurrence, it 
is never something for you to worry about. If an inspector visits, call Sue and, if she is 
around, she will attend to them. In the meantime, help them as much as you can. 


Some of the things they will want to look at are: 


Temperature Log 	 black folder under the counter (fridge/freezers)

Staff Training File 	 red folder found under the counter 

Cleaning Record	 small notebook to right of till, behind newspaper vouchers 

Accident Record Log	 on noticeboard above the Diary. 

Sausage roll chiller	 Raw meat MUST be on bottom shelf, cooked meat above


F 
Fire Extinguishers  
These are sited on the side wall (by the eggs), in the stockroom and in the kitchen. 
Instructions for use are on the equipment so please familiarise yourself with them. 
Extinguishers should only be used on small containable fires if you are strong enough 
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and confident. Do not put yourself in danger. In the event of a fire, quickly exit the 
shop from the nearest safest route via the FRONT or SIDE door. New extinguishers 
are due early 2023 and revised instructions and training will be provided.


Fire exit instructions are on noticeboard above the kettle and in the middle room.  

Fire Procedures 
If a fire breaks out, the sturdy fire door between the small card display area and front 
room will close automatically. You will not be trapped in any way. You will still be able 
to push it open in order to leave the building if the front doors are locked or on fire! 


1. Raise the alarm: shout FIRE FIRE in every part of the shop (front, back, kitchen, 
stockroom, office). 


2. If kitchen is locked, check from outside the window that nobody is trapped inside 
(go left out of shop, left down path, window is right of flat’s front door). 


3. Also raise the alarm to the flat above (left out of shop, left down path) and then 
with hairdresser’s Tiger Brown (continue down path round to building at back).


The above procedures will be revised once our new equipment is installed.  

Floors (see also Cleaning) 
Keep floors swept and only use the stiff brush for outside. There is a vacuum cleaner 
for the mats which are best done late afternoon, before or at closing. Use the bucket 
and mop (just outside kitchen) for spills and to clean at the end of the day if required.


First Aid (see Accidents) 

Freezers and Chillers  
Freezers	 must be from –18ºC to –25ºC.  
Chillers	 must be kept at correct temperature from 0ºC to +5ºC. 


The temperatures need to be checked daily (usually by the Opener). The Temperature 
Record chart is kept in the black file under the counter. If temperatures have not 
already been recorded when you come on shift, please check them (thermometers are 
either hanging from or on shelves inside chillers or visible from outside on freezers) 
and enter for appropriate day. If they are higher than expected, monitor for 30 mins – 
not opening fridge doors or freezer lids. If still high, call Sue or somebody on the list. 


G 
Goods Returned & Refunds  
If goods are returned, you should accept them and either replace the goods or refund 
the money, leaving a note in the Diary – and in the till, if money has been taken out for 
the refund. 


PLEASE DO NOT USE THE RF BUTTON ON THE TILL (unless you’ve been trained)!
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Goods Used for the Shop  
Please take what is needed from the shop and enter the details and retail price in the 
Goods for Shop book (e.g. milk, tea, coffee, etc.). 


H 
Health and Hygiene  
Volunteers are expected to wear clean clothes and (ideally) an apron (Volunteer aprons 
are provided but you may wear your own if preferred). If you can’t or don’t wish to 
wear an apron, we’ll give you a Metfield Stores Volunteer badge. Ask Sue for one.


Wash your hands frequently in the hand sink behind the counter or in the bathroom – 
especially important when handling cash, making sandwiches, cutting cheese, etc. 


Keep utensils and surfaces clean at all times. Single-use latex gloves are behind the 
scales for wrapping items for the chiller (sausage rolls etc.). When serving customers, 
use tongs and keep them inside the display unit (not on the counter top). 


I 
Invoices and Delivery Notes 
Delivery notes & invoices should be checked and initialled and dated, before filing in 
the blue box next to and under the counter. Any discrepancies, note details in the 
Diary, including whether the supplier has been notified.


M 
Meat, Bacon, etc. (see Clarke’s Delivery) 

Medicines  
Medicines like Aspirin cannot be sold to those under 16 yrs. Please do not sell more 
than 2 packets of Paracetamol, Aspirin or Ibuprofen in any one transaction.


Milk/Dairy  
Milk is a fast seller, so please keep bringing it forward to the front of the shelves with 
the shortest date at the front; the same with cream, yoghurt etc. 


At times, there may be extra milk in the stockroom fridge (always check) but don’t put 
stock through if they have different dates or different prices. 
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N 
Newspapers and Magazines  
We supply daily and weekly newspapers and magazines to order. They are named and 
displayed on the table next to the shop door. Try to not let people take them if they 
don’t have an order. Ask if they do and, if not, point them towards the paper stand. 


If a customer wants to cancel or order a newspaper due to holiday etc, write in the 
Diary on the days they want them (use top left-hand corner of the label in the Diary). 


Openers check for any cancelled or extra saves. Closers return any uncollected 
newspapers and magazines, unless otherwise stated. 


O 
Openers 
Each morning, Openers bring in newspapers & deliveries from outside, check delivery 
notes, sort ordered newspapers (the rest go on the stand), position the Saved sign. 
They price up bread/milk/dairy goods (old stock at the front, new at the back). They 
set up the till, cook sausage rolls, take temps of chillers/freezers and set up card m/c.


P 
Power Cuts  
You will need to use a mobile phone to report a power cut on 0800 783 8838. 


If outages are planned, Sue will leave a note in the Diary and you won’t need to report it.. 

To continue selling, open the till using the small lever underneath. Once opened, put a 
till roll in one of the compartments to keep it from closing, use a calculator to add up 
and write each transaction down, vat/non vat, for later entry into the till. 


Pricing 
Prices for fruit, veg, eggs, stamps etc. are on the noticeboard beside the till. The 
pricing of goods is generally done by those responsible for deliveries. The mark-up 
pays for our overheads so that we can keep financially afloat. 


If you notice that our prices are significantly different to those in other shops, please 
bring this to the Manager’s attention. 


The pricing guns are set – one for pence and one for £s. 


Price labels should look like this	£1.50 or 50p 


NOT EVER like this £1.50p or £0.50p 
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UNPRICED GOODS 
All goods should be priced. If you find something unpriced, check rest of stock and 
price accordingly. If you can’t find a price, remove item from shelf and leave note in 
Diary explaining. If a customer wants to buy the unpriced item, try to agree a price 
between you but please check stockroom first and leave a note in the Diary for Sue! 

R 
Recycling and Rubbish  
• Rubbish from the shop should be put into the bin under the sink and put outside in 

the dark grey bins as necessary. 

• Paper and cardboard waste goes into the box under the sink (smaller items) or 

into the stockroom (larger items). It is then moved into the green bins as necessary 
(no plastic bags, bubble wrap, cling film). Keep usable boxes whole for customers 
(large by milk fridge, small in shop, opposite counter and excess in Stock Room). 


Refunds (see Goods Returned) 

S 
Safety  
Your personal safety in the shop is of paramount importance. Please take care and 
look after yourself. Please do not put yourself in any danger. If you feel unsafe at any 
time and for any reason, call for assistance. There is a panic button under the till 
which sounds a very loud alarm. 


Sometimes customers will ask favours of Volunteer staff (including errands and lifts). 
These are not part of your remit as a Volunteer. If in doubt, don’t do it. 


Scales   
Turn on using the switch on the right-hand side, near the front, underneath the 
machine. It turns off automatically when not in use. It is ready to use when it settles at 
‘00’. Place goods on the scales and enter the price per kg. Prices of fruit, vegetables, 
cheese, hummus, etc. are on the wall behind the scales. 


Security (see CCTV) 
Don’t leave anything valuable on coat hooks in hallway. Handbags behind the counter 
but not under the sink (the pipe gets accidentally knocked and then leaks!).


Shelves and Stocking  
Please keep the shelves well stocked from the goods in the stockroom. Rotate so that 
later dates are at the back and log any missing or short stock into the Goods Wanted 
folder on the stockroom counter. ALWAYS new prices behind old.
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T 
Till use  
• Enter the cost of the item without a decimal point, e.g. 500 is £5.00, 655 is £6.55

• Then use the correct button to record the price: VAT, nonVAT, Newspapers, etc. For 

firelighters, kindling and logs please use FUEL button as they are at only 5% vat.

• Then press subtotal (TM/ST) to give you the total amount owing. 

• Wait to see if it is a cash or card transaction – then select the right button: 


- If it’s a card, press Card Payment button to finish the till work and then follow 
instructions next to the card machine. 


- If it’s cash, key in the amount they give you, press the total button and the till will 
open and tell you what change to give. 


• Keep notes on the peg on top of the till until customer is happy with their change. 

• Then put cash in appropriate sections of cash drawer. 

• Place £20 notes loose under the coin drawer (NOT in stamp envelope).

• If the customer wants a receipt, you must print it now – press Function and 5. 

• Always print a receipt for large purchases.

• If you ring in as cash given £100 instead of £10, it doesn’t matter to the till as long 

as you give the correct change; it’s not necessary to cancel. 

• You can subtotal as many times as you like, the transaction is only finished when 

you press Card or Cash.


SOME TIPS 
• If you enter an incorrect amount and have not pressed vat etc, press the clear 

button CL. 

• Mistakes can be cancelled by pressing ESC twice – but only before finishing the 

transaction. NB If you have already opened the till you cannot do this! 

• If the till has been opened, please print a receipt, write cancel across it and put it in 

the till and start again. You must always ring the items back in as they were before, 
e.g. VAT or non-VAT, Newspapers, Alcohol, etc. 


• Please do not open money bags until needed in order that the closers don’t 
have to count them unnecessarily or have a lot of coinage in the till. 


• When a till roll is running low, coloured stripes appear on it. Please check regularly 
so that the paper doesn’t run out completely. Replacement till rolls are under the till, 
thicker ones are for the till, smaller ones for the card machine. They should be 
changed by Closers at night if needed, but if you do need to put a new one in, look 
carefully at the way it goes in before removing the old one! 


Theft  
If you see or suspect a customer to be stealing, keep an eye on them but DO NOT 
challenge them. Inform Sue of your concerns (or you can leave a confidential note for 
her if she isn’t in the shop). The CCTV can be checked later. 
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Tobacco 
It is an offence to sell alcohol and tobacco to anyone under the age of 18. 


If in doubt, please ask for proof of age. If no proof is forthcoming and you remain 
doubtful, enter details (date, name of person, your name etc.) in the Age Refusal Log 
(in the top Tobacco drawer). 


U 
Useful numbers & info… 
Handy if you have a problem and Sue isn’t there to help (also on board behind kettle).


SHOP 01379 586204 

MANAGER Sue Mead (home) 01379 588400 
Mobile 07342 273284 
email: manager.metstores@gmail.com 
      or  suemead11@yahoo.co.uk 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Margaret Cochrane 
Peter Haynes (Health & Safety) 01986 782546  
Amanda Illing 
Caroline Miller (Comp. Sec.) 
Linda Norris (Chair) 07938 176338 
Janet Rusted 01379 588283 

ROTA Sue See above 
          	 OR Miranda (if Sue is away) 01379 586479 

STOCK Stock queries to Sue if she is available. If not, 
 put in Diary or Goods Wanted (red) book. 

LOSS OF POWER 0800 783838 

POLICE Local 01284 774100 
For immediate assistance 999 

V 
Volunteers 
The Metfield Stores Volunteers are often referred to as the lifeblood of the shop and it 
is true, however much or little time we are able to spare and whatever we do. Most of 
you will know that those who work in the Shop are not, however, the only Volunteers. 
A number of individuals do things on a regular basis to ensure, for example, that the 
outside looks presentable and the inside clean and tidy. Some do deliveries to 
customers, some make sandwiches or order stock, some do behind-the-scenes 
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admin. for Sue. Members of the community are kind to the shop and are often there 
when an extra helping hand is called for.


In addition, every member of the Board of Directors is a Volunteer and gives their time 
and expertise freely and with no recompense. Some of them also work in the shop as 
Openers, Closers and Volunteer staff and one as Volunteer Company Secretary. Much 
of their work goes unnoticed because it is to do with policy and procedures and 
decision-making. They have responsibility for the finances, all the legal stuff, 
compliance, H&S, HR, PR and publicity and all the things that help Metfield Stores cic 
to fulfil its mission to serve the community of Metfield and environs by ensuring that 
the Stores remains open and viable and accessible. Obviously, our Manager Sue is 
the keystone of the ‘front-of-house’ operation and she and the Board work tirelessly 
to keep your shop open at all costs.


Volunteer Rota  
Some Volunteers prefer to work a regular slot. There are others who do that but are 
also prepared to fill in when needed. Yet others prefer just to make themselves 
available on a very flexible basis. All of these combinations are very much 
appreciated. From Sue’s point of view, if you can come in at short notice (e.g., when 
people are sick), this is also extremely useful! 


Sue organises the Volunteer Rota. If you can’t do your shift, try to swap it with another 
Volunteer who can do that slot, but tell Sue what you have arranged. If that’s not 
possible, call her to cancel. Remember, if you are an Opener or Closer, you can only 
swap with someone who does the same job but on a different day!


Volunteer phone numbers are in a folder under the counter and are for the use of 
Volunteers and management only. Please never share phone numbers with 
customers or anyone else. 


And please do not to share Sue’s mobile number with customers or suppliers. 

We now have a MS Volunteers WhatsApp group for those with smartphones. This is 
the perfect place to try swapping shifts, receive your own copy of the rota to print out 
and to hear about social events. If you’d like to join, email linda.norris@me.com with 
your smartphone number and you will get an invitation to join.


When Sue is on holiday, she will leave instructions as to whom you should contact 
regarding changes to the Rota and about any problems or queries that may arise. 


We prefer you not to contact her while she is away. She deserves a proper break!


Tha y o b pa f  atc 
e n or  yu r r! 
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We want all our Volunteers to feel safe and happy and valued 
when they work at Metfield Stores.  

Sometimes, however, a Volunteer may be aware of potential 
problems or worrying events that have not yet reached the 

ears and eyes of management.  

If you have any concerns about anything that happens or 
has happened in the Stores, whether it be procedures, 
customer, Volunteer or delivery personnel behaviour or 

anything else, you should feel free to talk to Sue  
about it in confidence. 

If, after doing so, you feel that your problem hasn’t been  
resolved, you are welcome to contact the Chair of the Board 

(also in confidence) to discuss it further at: 

Linda Norris 
email: linda.norris@me.com 

mobile: 07938 176338
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